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Abstract

In the present study, we sought to understand whether people in polyamorous
relationships have similar attachment orientations with each of their partners. Further, we
examined the extent to which the attachment relationship with a given partner affects
relationship quality both within that relationship and across concurrent romantic relationships.
We recruited a community sample of 357 people engaged in polyamory with at least two
concurrent romantic partners. People engaged in polyamory exhibited secure attachment with
both of their partners (low in avoidance and anxiety); specifically, these scores were lower than
established norms. In terms of within-relationship effects, avoidance and anxiety with a specific
partner were linked with lower levels of relationship functioning (relationship satisfaction, sexual
satisfaction, satisfaction with emotional and sexual agreements, and commitment) for that
specific relationship. However, there was no association between avoidance and anxiety with one
specific partner and the relationship functioning in a different, concurrent romantic relationship
(i.e., cross-relationship effects). These findings suggest that individuals engaged in polyamory
treat these relationships as distinct and independent from one another—forming attachments with
each partner based on the specifics of that relationship. Understanding attachment processes in
polyamorous relationships provides new directions for exploring the diversities of intimate
partnering and theory expansion.
Key words: consensual non-monogamy, polyamory, adult attachment theory, relationship
quality, satisfaction
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Multiple Loves: The Effects of Attachment with Multiple Concurrent Romantic Partners
on Relational Functioning
In society and in our science, we appear to view familial and platonic love as endless. We
understand that we can give and receive love from multiple family members and friends. For
instance, a parent does not “give all of their love” to their first-born leaving subsequent children
without their parents’ love. Similarly, many people report close friendships with multiple people
(Demir, Özdemir, & Weitekamp, 2007). Thus, it does not seem that love is limited to only one
friend. Instead, loving multiple people in familial and platonic contexts is encouraged and
deemed normal (Cicirelli, 1989; Volling & Belsky, 1992). In the case of romantic love, however,
it appears that we view this type of love as limited; romantic love is reserved for only one person.
In Western society, people are expected to find their one soulmate (Day, Kay, Holmes, & Napier,
2011; DePaulo & Morris, 2005). Moreover, if people fall in love or lust for someone else, it is
assumed that something must be wrong with them or their relationship (Burris, 2014; Moors,
Matsick, Ziegler, Rubin, & Conley, 2013).
Monogamy is (implicitly) assumed to be the healthiest form of romantic partnership by
the general public (Conley, Matsick, Moors, & Ziegler, 2017; Conley, Moors, Matsick, &
Ziegler, 2013; DePaulo & Morris, 2005; Thompson, Bagley, & Moore, 2018). That this promonogamy bias also extends to romantic relationship scientists (Moors, 2018), should not come
as a surprise. Researchers are not immune to cultural norms and ideals of the societies in which
they live. However, the assumption that dyadic partnering is universally optimal may have
limited our understanding of intimate relationships, especially with regard to the complexities of
attachment processes.
Many people practice serial monogamy (Fisher, 1989; Pinkerton & Abramson, 1993).
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Although, a non-trivial number of people—approximately 21%—have engaged in consensual
non-monogamy at some point during their lives, and interest (via Internet queries) in these
relationships has markedly increased over the past decade (Haupert, Gesselman, Moors, Fisher,
& Garcia, 2017; Moors, 2017). Consensual non-monogamous relationship arrangements involve
people openly having more than one concurrent romantic and/or sexual partner (e.g., open
relationships, swinging, and polyamory). Individuals engaged in multiple concurrent romantic
and sexual relationships (referred to as polyamory) provides a unique opportunity to examine
how attachment relationships with one partner may be related to relationship outcomes within a
specific relationship as well as across concurrent relationships. As such, polyamorous
relationships allow for novel theoretical testing of the bounds of attachment theory, a popular
contemporary framework within romantic relationship science that has been almost exclusively
applied to monogamous relationships.
Attachment Theory and Multiple Loves
More than 50 years ago, John Bowlby (1969, 1980) introduced attachment theory as a
meta-theory for how relationships are organized across the life span by the attachment system.
The attachment system directs emotion, cognition, and behavior in close relationships while
regulating support seeking and provision during times of distress (Mikulincer & Shaver, 2007;
Shaver, Hazan, & Bradshaw, 1988). Early life experiences with primary caregivers (attachment
figures) calibrate this system, leading to dispositional differences in how individuals orient to
relationships later in life (Fraley & Shaver, 2000; Hazan & Shaver, 1987).
Attachment orientation is thought to vary along two dimensions: anxiety (insecurity about
a partner’s availability) and avoidance (discomfort with closeness to a partner), which reflects
the differences in sensitivity to relationship threats and the behavioral strategies employed to
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regulate attachment relationships (Cassidy, 2000; Fraley & Shaver, 2000). Secure individuals
score low on both dimensions, which reflects comfort with intimacy and interdependence.
Attachment security is linked with stable relationships characterized by high commitment,
satisfaction, and intimacy as well as low jealousy (Feeney, 2008).
Attachment theory posits that relational bonds with close others, especially romantic
partners, are important sources of support, stability, and safety (Hazan & Shaver, 1987). This
theoretical framework for how people connect with others, particularly in romantic ways, does
not appear to be specific to romantically and sexually exclusive relationships. Though, love and
sexual exclusivity are often conflated among attachment theorists (e.g., DeWall et al., 2011;
Hazan, Campa, & Gur-Yaish, 2006). The present study seeks to answer three questions central to
expanding attachment theory: (1) do people in polyamorous relationships have similar
attachment orientations with each of their partners? (2) does the attachment relationship with a
given partner affect relationship quality in that relationship (within-relationship effects)? and (3)
does the attachment relationship with a given partner affect relationship quality in another
concurrent romantic relationship (cross-relationship effects)? Below, we review relevant research
while outlining hypotheses.
Do people in polyamorous relationships have similar attachment orientations with
each of their partners? Given research on consensually non-monogamous relationships is a
small, but growing body of research, only one study (to our knowledge) has examined these
relationships in the context of attachment (Moors, Conley, Edelstein, & Chopik, 2015). Moors
and colleagues (2015) examined how global attachment was related to hypothetical and actual
engagement in a variety of consensually non-monogamous relationships. Among people who had
never engaged in consensual non-monogamy, avoidant individuals desired consensual non-
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monogamy in the abstract sense (i.e., held positive attitudes and desire to engage in these
relationships). However, when actual behavior was examined, a different pattern emerged.
People engaged in consensually non-monogamous relationships reported lower levels of
avoidance compared to people in monogamous relationships (anxiety levels were similar in both
groups). Thus, people in consensually non-monogamous relationships exhibited aspects of global
attachment security.
The question, remains, however, whether people have similar attachment orientations
toward distinct partners they are dating simultaneously? On one hand, there is reason to expect
that people with multiple concurrent romantic relationships would have similar attachment
relationships with each of their respective partners. For instance, the connection between early
attachment experiences and romantic attachment orientations in adulthood is well-documented
(Feeney & Noller, 1990; Fraley & Roisman, 2015; Hazan & Shaver, 1987). How people navigate
their close relationships begins very early in life and these individual differences in attachment
remain relatively stable across the lifespan (Chopik, Edelstein, & Fraley, 2013). In
conceptualizing how to measure attachment, the majority of researchers believe that an
individual’s orientation towards partners in general captures the “gist” of how people approach
relationships (Fraley, 2007). Indeed, attachment orientations toward one person often predict
outcomes in other domains, whether these outcomes are in relationships with other people or in
non-relational domains altogether (Chopik et al., 2014; Gillath et al., 2005). There is also
evidence that individuals’ attachment orientations are consistent across sequential relationship
partners (e.g., an ex-partner and current partner; Brumbaugh & Fraley, 2007). Altogether, the
studies reviewed thus far suggest that attachment orientations may be similar across partners.
On the other hand, there is some evidence that individuals maintain attachment
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orientations for separate individuals simultaneously. This line of thinking posits that attachment
orientations vary within people across various relationship partners (Baldwin, Keelan, Fehr, Enns,
& Koh-Rangarajoo, 1996; La Guardia, Ryan, Couchman, & Deci, 2000). For example, Baldwin
and colleagues (1996) found that individuals have multiple working models of relationships
(often tied to different people), but these models vary in the ease with which they are activated.
Thus, the working model of attachment employed at any given time is cued by the specifics of
the relationship (Simpson, Rholes, & Winterheld, 2010). Among attachment theorists, thinking
about networks of close relationships has started to shift from a general framework to a
relationship-specific framework. For example, in their validation of the Experiences in Close
Relationships Structure measure, Fraley and colleagues (2011) found only little or moderate
overlap in the attachment orientations individuals have for their mothers, fathers, romantic
partners, and best friends. They also found that this relationship-specific approach is a stronger
predictor of interpersonal outcomes than are global measures of attachment, a finding supported
by previous research (e.g., Baldwin et al., 1996; La Guardia et al., 2000). Although it is difficult
to directly draw comparisons between family members or friendships and multiple partners in
the context of polyamory, it is plausible that the attachment relationship with each polyamorous
partner may not be highly correlated. Thus, the present study examines the extent to which a
person’s attachment orientation with one romantic partner is related to their attachment
orientation with another romantic partner who they are simultaneously dating.
Does the attachment relationship with a given partner affect relationship quality
within that relationship? Consistent with a large body of research on monogamous
relationships, we anticipated that attachment orientations within a given relationship would
function in theoretically consistent ways among people engaged in polyamory (see Cassidy,
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2000; Edelstein & Shaver, 2004, for overviews). That is, we expected that people high in
avoidance with a specific partner—those with tendencies to create psychological distance from
partners—would report low levels of relationship quality in that specific relationship. Highly
avoidant and anxious individuals experience low levels of relationship satisfaction, sexual
satisfaction, and commitment (Birnbaum, 2007; Butzer & Campbell, 2008; Davis et al., 2006;
Kirkpatrick & Hazan, 1994; Molero, Shaver, Fernandez, Alonso-Arbiol, & Recio, 2016)—results
we anticipated our findings to parallel at the within-person level. In other words, we do not have
theoretical reasons to suggest that the associations between attachment orientations and
relationship quality among people in polyamorous relationships would be inconsistent with
previous research examining within-relationship dynamics.
Does the attachment relationship with one partner affect relationship quality in
another relationship? Unlike studies examining attachment and family dynamics or friendships,
polyamory—which places a focus on the ability to engage in multiple romantic relationships—
provides a unique opportunity to test whether a deep romantic attachment bond with one person
affects relationship quality with another person. For instance, if a person exhibits security with
one partner, do the properties of this specific attachment relationship “spill-over” and influence
their relationship quality with another partner? That is, if someone feels secure, connected, and
happy with one partner, do these positive qualities “spill-over” and boost satisfaction in the
person’s other relationship? Or, if a person is highly anxious with one partner, does this specific
attachment relationship negatively impact their relationship quality with another partner? Or, do
people engaged in polyamory treat their relationships as independent?
Researchers have proposed three different ways in which consensually non-monogamous
relationship partners may interact or cross-over with each other—additive, contrast, and
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compensation models (Mitchell, Bartholomew, & Cobb, 2014; Muise, Laughton, Moors, &
Impett, 2017). One approach suggests that a high quality relationship with one partner could
“spill over” and raise the quality of other relationships (an additive model), particularly if one of
the relationships was faltering (a compensation model). Another approach suggests that love may
be finite. Specifically, a low quality relationship with one partner could detract from relationship
quality in another relationship (a contrast model). This type of transactional thinking is consistent
with some of the investment model’s conceptualization of rewards and costs in relationships
(Rusbult, Martz, & Agnew, 1998).
In testing these models, Mitchell and colleagues (2014) did not find support for any of the
three models—additive, contrast, or compensation effects of partners—among people engaged in
polyamory. Instead, people reported high need fulfillment (e.g., security, closeness, emotional
support) and relationship quality (e.g., relationship satisfaction, commitment) in both of their
concurrent relationships (Mitchell et al., 2014). In the context of sexual need fulfilment, Muise
and colleagues (2017) did not find support for compensation or contrast effects among people
engaged in consensual non-monogamy (including polyamory). Though, they did find support for
an additive effect: high sexual need fulfillment was related to greater relationship satisfaction in
another concurrent relationship (for men, this additive effect occurred across both of their
relationships). In addition, there is qualitative evidence to suggest that people who are
romantically in love with two partners describe each relationship as operating uniquely (albeit
these individuals were not in consensually non-monogamous relationships; Jankowiak & Gerth,
2012). Specifically, people cited different motivations, needs, and ways in which they felt love
for each of their partners, suggesting that they were conceptualizing and treating each
relationship as independent. Taken together, these studies suggest that various relationships held
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by people engaged in polyamory are largely treated as independent of each other and, in the case
of sexual need fulfillment, there is an additive effect that positively influenced sexual quality
across relationships.
Although the aforementioned models were originally conceptualized to examine need
fulfilment across consensually non-monogamous relationships, these models can aptly be applied
to understand how attachment orientations in one relationship affect functioning in another
relationship. At a broader level, attachment is a predecessor to need fulfillment and orients
people toward benefiting from close relationships. If a person is low on avoidance and anxiety
(indicative of security) in one relationship, this could positively affect relationship quality in
another relationship (supporting an additive model). Likewise, if a person is highly avoidant or
anxious in one relationship, this could detract from relationship quality in another relationship
(supporting a contrast model) or one secure relationship could compensate for another insecurely
attached relationship (supporting a compensation model). However, consistent with the findings
of Mitchell and colleagues (2014) and Muise and colleagues (2017), it is likely that we will not
find robust support for any of the three models. That is, people engaged in polyamory may treat
their relationships as independent and form attachments with each partner based on the specifics
of that relationship.
Present Study
As outlined above, we sought to answer three questions: (1) do people in polyamorous
relationships have similar attachment orientations with each of their partners? (2) does the
attachment relationship with a given partner affect relationship quality in that relationship? and
(3) does the attachment relationship with a given partner affect relationship quality in another
concurrent romantic relationship? We recruited an online community sample of 357 people
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engaged polyamorous relationships, with at least two concurrent romantic partners [referred to in
the following sections as P1 (partner #1) and P2 (partner #2)]. Participants reported on their
attachment orientation to each of their partners, three dimensions of relationship quality with
each of their partners, satisfaction with their current emotional and sexual relationship
agreements with each partner, as well as various demographic characteristics. We hypothesized
that within one relationship, higher levels of anxiety and avoidance would be associated with
poorer relationship functioning. We also expected these associations to be specific to distinct
relationships—anxiety and avoidance with one relational partner will have little or no
associations with relationship functioning in another relationship.
Method
Participants and Sample Characteristics
A community sample of participants was recruited online via social networking groups,
listservs, and websites related to consensual non-monogamy (e.g., PolyWeekly). We contacted
directors/webmasters of these CNM-specific websites/listservs and asked them to post
advertisements for our study. Given consensually non-monogamous relationships are highly
stigmatized (e.g., Moors et al., 2013), a targeted recruitment was required to obtain a large
sample. Off- and on-line targeted recruitment has been successfully used by other researchers
who study underrepresented populations, including sexual and racial minorities (e.g., Jellison,
McConnell, & Gabriel, 2004).
A total of 589 volunteer Internet respondents took part in the study. Because we were
interested in attachment among individuals engaged in polyamory with at least two concurrent
romantic partners, we excluded a total of 232 participants from our analyses who either: had a
consensual non-monogamy agreement that did not allow for multiple romantic partners (e.g.,
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swinging), did not have at least two concurrent romantic partners, or did not respond to the
present study’s variables of interest (e.g., attachment measures).
Thus, the final sample included 357 participants; 60% identified as female, 29%
identified as male, 8% identified as gender queer/trans, and the remaining did not select a
response. The majority of participants (79%) identified P1 as their primary partner and P2 as a
non-primary partner (72%). On average, participants were dating P1 for 9.33 years (SD = 8.33)
and P2 for 3.42 years (SD = 4.33). Forty-four percent of participants indicated that they were
bisexual, 30% identified as straight, 18% identified as pansexual/queer, 3% identified as gay or
lesbian, and the remaining did not select a response. Breaking this down by gender, most women
identified as bisexual (57%) followed by pansexual/queer (20%); most men identified as straight
(63%) followed by bisexual (28%). These sizable portions of people who identified as nonheterosexual are consistent with national samples research in the U.S., which has documented
that sexual minorities are more likely to have engaged in consensual non-monogamy than
heterosexual people (Haupert et al., 2017). Our sample’s racial/ethnic composition was 85%
white, 5% multi-racial/ethnic, and the remaining were less than 1% (each) African American,
Asian/Pacific Islander, and Latino/a. Participants’ age ranged from 18-77 years (M = 35.56, SD =
10.73). At 80% power (at α = .05), our sample size enabled us to examine effects as small as f2
= .027 and larger.
The majority of women respondents reported on two partners who were men; 81%
indicated their P1 identified as a man and 76% indicated that their P2 identified as a man. Over
half of women reported that their P1 identified as straight (56%), followed by 34% bisexual (the
remaining were identified as either lesbian/gay or queer). Similarly, 52% of women reported that
their P2 identified as straight and 40% identified as bisexual (the remaining were identified as
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either lesbian/gay or queer). The majority of men respondents reported on two female partners
(93% for P1 and 89% for P2). Most men reported that their P1 identified as bisexual (68%)
followed by straight (28%). Similarly, 65% of men respondents reported that their P2 identified
as bisexual and 31% identified as straight (the remaining identified as either lesbian/gay or
queer).
Procedure and Measures
Participants completed measures of relationship and sexual satisfaction, satisfaction with
sexual and emotional agreements, commitment, and attachment for each of their current romantic
partners (up to eight). To personalize the survey experience for participants (and to help avoid
confusion), participants were asked to provide the initials for each partner and the items were
tailored to include that partner’s initials. For instance, when participants completed a measure of
attachment for P1, they were responding to their specific levels of avoidance and anxiety with P1
(e.g., “It helps to turn to [P1’s initials] in times of need”).
Adult attachment. The Experiences in Close Relationships Inventory short version (12
items; ECR-S; Wei, Russell, Mallinckrodt, & Vogel, 2007) was used to assess individual
differences in adult attachment for each partner. The ECR-S avoidance subscale reflects
discomfort with closeness. The anxiety subscale reflects concern about abandonment. Sample
items include: “I try to avoid getting too close to [partner’s initials]” (avoidance), and “I worry
that [partner’s initials] won’t care about me as much as I care about them” (anxiety). Participants
rated agreement with each statement using a 7-point Likert scale, ranging from 1 (disagree
strongly) to 7 (agree strongly). For both partners, the avoidance subscale (αP1= .84; αP2= .83) and
anxiety subscale (αP1= .72; αP2= .81) had high internal reliability.
Relationship satisfaction. Relationship satisfaction was assessed with the Couples
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Satisfaction Index Short form (CSI; Funk & Rogge, 2007). The 16-item short CSI assesses
global evaluations of romantic relationships and various scale anchors (e.g., agreement,
frequency, semantic differentials). Higher scores indicated higher levels of satisfaction with a
given partner. Sample items include: “In general, how often do you think that things between
you and [partner’s initials] are going well?” and “I have a warm and comfortable relationship
with [partner’s initials].” For both partners, these items demonstrated high internal consistency
(αP1= .95; αP2= .96).
Satisfaction with Relationship Agreements. To assess satisfaction with current
relationship agreements regarding sex and emotional relations with each partner, we created two
items. Participants rated their level of satisfaction with each statement using a 7-point Likert
scale, ranging from 1 (not at all satisfied) to 7 (extremely satisfied). The items were: “How
satisfied are you with the type of sexual agreement you and [partner’s initials] have?” and “How
satisfied are you with the type of romantic/emotional agreement you and [partner’s initials]
have?”
Sexual satisfaction. Sexual satisfaction was measured with the 20-item New Scale of
Sexual Satisfaction (NSSS; Štulhofer, Buško, & Brouillard, 2010). Participants were asked to
rate their satisfaction with various aspects of their sex life during the last six months, including
the quality of their orgasms, the pleasure they provide to their partner, the partner's sexual
creativity, and the frequency of sexual activity. The NSSS ego-focused subscale (10-items)
assesses self-sexual satisfaction and the partner- and sexual activity-centered subscale (10-items)
assesses the sexual satisfaction derived from one’s partner’s sexual behaviors and
diversity/frequency of sexual activities. Ego-focused subscale sample items include: “The quality
of my orgasms” and “My emotional opening up in sex.” Partner- and sexual activity-center
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subscale sample items include: “My partner’s ability to orgasm” and “My partner’s sexual
creativity.” For all items, participants responded with their level of satisfaction, using a 5-point
scale, ranging from 1 (not at all satisfied) to 5 (extremely satisfied). Higher scores indicate
greater sexual satisfaction. For both partners, the ego-focused subscale (αP1= .93; αP2= .93) and
the partner- and sexual activity-centered subscale (αP1= .92; αP2= .90) had high internal
consistency. Previous research has shown that the NSSS has demonstrated validity and reliability
in non-clinical and different cultural samples (e.g., Štulhofer et al., 2010; Štulhofer et al., 2011).
Given the strong correlation between the two subscales (rp1 = .74 and rp2 = .70), we combined
the subscales into one index of sexual satisfaction for each partner1.
Commitment. To assess relationship commitment and partner’s perceived relationship
commitment, we created a two-item measure. The items were: “How committed are you to this
relationship?” and “In your opinion, how committed is your partner to this relationship?”
Participants rated their commitment using a 7-point Likert scale ranging from 1 (not very
committed) to 7 (very committed). For both partners, the two items were strongly correlated (rp1
= .70 and rp2 = .76), so we combined both items to assess commitment.
Preliminary Results
Descriptive and Correlational Analyses
Descriptive statistics and correlations among the five relationship functioning variables
and attachment can be found in Tables 1 and 2. In general, participants reported high levels
relational functioning with both partners. Within the relationship with P1, avoidance and anxiety
were negatively related to all measures of relational functioning; correlations ranged from -0.18
to -0.65, ps < .001. A similar pattern of results emerged with P2; correlations ranged from -0.17
to -0.70, ps < .001 (with the exception that anxiety was marginally related to sexual satisfaction,
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p = .07). Across the two relationships, avoidance was generally not related to cross-partner
relational outcomes (only 1 out of the 10 cross-partner correlations was significant). Similarly,
anxiety was generally not related to cross-partner relational outcomes (there was no relationship
between P1 anxiety and P2 relational outcomes; however, three out of the five correlations with
P2 anxiety and P1 relational outcomes were significant).
We also conducted a series of paired-samples t-tests to examine differences in
relationship functioning between both partners. Participants reported greater relationship
satisfaction, satisfaction with sexual and emotional agreements, and commitment to their
relationship with P1 compared to P2, ts(356) = 4.62 – 13.35, dzs > .32, ps < .001. However,
participants reported more sexual satisfaction with P2 than P1, t(304) = -2.20, dz = .18, p = .03 (a
pattern of results consistent with recent research; see Balzarini et al., 2017).
Main Results
Attachment Orientations across Partners
Do people in polyamorous relationships have similar attachment orientations with
each of their partners? To simultaneously consider how attachment is related across partners
(e.g., avoidance with P1 and P2) while controlling for the influence of the other attachment
dimension (e.g., anxiety with P1), we conducted partial correlations (see Table 2 for Pearson
correlations for comparison). Avoidance with P1 was positively related to avoidance with P2,
when controlling for anxiety with P1 [r(354) = .14, p < 001] and controlling for anxiety with P2
[r(354) = .16, p < 001]. Moreover, participants reported less avoidance with P1 than P2, t(357) =
-10.89, dz = .75, p < .001. A similar pattern of results emerged for anxiety, such that anxiety with
P1 was positively related to anxiety with P2, when controlling for avoidance with P1 [r(354)
= .32, p < 001] and controlling for avoidance with P2 [r(354) = .30, p < 001]. Participants
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reported less anxiety with P1 than P2, t(357) = -5.85, dz = .37, p < .001.
On average, participants reported low levels of avoidance and anxiety with both of their
partners (MavoidanceP1 = 1.72, MavoidanceP2 = 2.49, ManxietyP1 = 2.61, and ManxietyP2 = 3.05); see Table
1. To contextualize these scores, we compared the present sample of polyamorous participants’
means levels of avoidance and anxiety to established norms for the ECR-R (Fraley, 2019b;
Fraley, Waller, & Brennan, 2000; a comparable measure to the ECR-S used in the present study).
Specifically, in an online sample of more than 17,000 people who completed the ECR-R,
average scores for avoidance were 2.92 (SD = 1.19) and anxiety were 3.56 (SD = 1.12; see
Fraley, 2019b, for more details). Compared to established norms of avoidance, participants
reported lower avoidance with both P1 and P2, t(356) = -25.17, d = -1.33, p < .001 and t(356) = 7.05, d = -0.37, p < .001, respectively. Similarly, participants reported lower anxiety, relative to
established norms for anxiety, with P1 and P2, t(356) = -17.15, d = -0.91, p < .001 and t(356) = 7.11, d = -0.39, p < .001, respectively.
Taken together, people engaged in polyamory appear to orient themselves similarly—and,
securely—toward both of their romantic partners. Specifically, these results suggest that people
engaged in polyamory exhibit relatively secure attachment in both of their concurrent
relationships—levels lower than established norms for avoidance and anxiety. These findings
also extend previous research examining global (rather than partner-specific) attachment (Moors
et al., 2015). Moreover, people reported lower levels of avoidance and anxiety with P1 compared
to P2. Though, average scores for both attachment bonds were significantly lower than
established norms (large general sample of adults).
Within- and Cross-Relationship Effects
To examine the extent to which avoidance and anxiety affect quality within a given
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relationship and across relationships, we conducted a series of parallel regression analyses, with
the five measures of relationship functioning serving as dependent variables. In one analysis,
outcomes for P1 are considered; in the second analysis, outcomes for P2 are considered. Given
the number of analyses, we set the alpha at p < .005 (Bonferroni correction for ten regression
analyses). Each regression model had two steps. On the first step, avoidance and anxiety (with
the partner that matched the outcome) were entered as predictors of an outcome; on the second
step, avoidance and anxiety (with the other partner) were entered as predictors of an outcome.
We examined relationship length for both partners as a control variable. However, there was not
a consistent pattern of significance for length of relationship for both partners across the
measures of relational functioning (in the majority of cases, relationship length was not
significantly related to the outcomes). Additionally, the pattern of results did not change when
relationship length was removed from the analyses. Thus, lengths of both relationships were not
included in subsequent analyses.
Does the attachment relationship with a given partner affect relationship quality in
that relationship? Our hypotheses were largely supported; across all five measures of relational
functioning, avoidance with a given partner was negatively associated with relational functioning
with that partner; see Tables 3 and 4. Specifically, highly avoidant individuals with P1 had lower
levels of relationship satisfaction, sexual satisfaction, satisfaction with the type of romantic and
emotional agreements, and commitment with P1. Similarly, results showed that highly avoidant
individuals with P2 had lower levels of relational functioning (across all measures) with P2.
Moreover, highly anxious individuals with P1 had lower levels of relationship satisfaction and
satisfaction with the type of romantic and emotional agreements with P1. Results of the parallel
analyses also show that anxiety with P2 was negatively associated with these three measures of
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relationship functioning with P2. Anxiety with a given partner (i.e., P1 or P2) was not related to
sexual satisfaction with that partner. Avoidance and anxiety with P1 was negatively related to
commitment with P1. However, parallel regression analyses show anxiety with P2 was unrelated
to commitment to P2, but avoidance with P2 was negatively related to commitment to P2.
Does the attachment relationship with a given partner affect relationship quality in
another concurrent romantic relationship? As expected, for all five measures of relational
functioning, avoidance and anxiety associated with one partner did not have cross-partner effects;
see Tables 3 and 4. Specifically, avoidance and anxiety with P2 was unrelated to relational
functioning with P1; parallel analyses also show that avoidance and anxiety with P1 was not
related to relational functioning with P2. Thus, the attachment relationship with one partner does
not affect relationship satisfaction, sexual satisfaction, satisfaction with the type of sexual and
emotional agreements, or commitment with another partner.
Discussion
In the present study, we examined how attachment bonds among people with two
concurrent romantic relationships are linked with relationship and sexual satisfaction,
satisfaction with relationship agreements, and commitment. Specifically, we expanded the
bounds of attachment theory in three novel ways by examining how attachment orientations were
linked across partners as well as how attachment bonds affect relationship functioning within a
specific relationship and across concurrent polyamorous relationships. First, we found that
people engaged in polyamory tended to have similar orientations (both low in avoidance and
anxiety) toward each of their two partners. In fact, the mean levels scores of avoidance and
anxiety for both partners were lower than established norms for avoidance and anxiety (see
Fraley, 2019b). Moreover, people in polyamorous relationships’ attachment bonds were more
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secure with partner 1 (the partner they designated as “partner 1”) than their secondary partner
(although, both relationships would be considered secure). In general, people indicated that they
were in a relationship with partner 1 for a greater period of time than partner 2. Thus, it is not
particularly surprising that people indicated greater attachment security with partner 1 (relative to
partner 2), as attachment bonds tend to become more secure over time in a relationship (Davila,
Karney, & Bradbury, 1999). Taken together, these results provide some support for the notion
that an individual’s orientation towards partners, in general, captures the “gist” of how people
similarly approach relationships (Brumbaugh & Fraley, 2007; Fraley, 2007) as opposed to a
relationship-specific framework of attachment (Fraley et al., 2011; La Guardia et al., 2000).
Second, and as predicted, we found that relationship-specific attachment orientations
predicted relationship-specific relationship outcomes. That is, higher levels of anxiety and
avoidance were generally associated with lower relationship satisfaction, sexual satisfaction,
commitment, and satisfaction with relational arrangements. These findings replicate and extend a
large body of research on monogamous relationships (see Cassidy, 2000; Edelstein & Shaver,
2004, for reviews) to the context of people with multiple concurrent romantic and sexual
relationships. Finally, supporting our primary hypothesis, relationship-specific attachment
orientations were unrelated to cross-relational outcomes—anxiety and avoidance with one
partner was unrelated to relational outcomes in another concurrent relationship. Although people
engaged in polyamory are stereotyped as having insecure and low quality relationships with
motives to compensate for unmet needs (Burris, 2014; Conley et al., 2013), our results show that
the attachment bond (which was generally secure) in one relationship did not influence
relationship functioning with other partners. Thus, people engaged in polyamory treat their
relationships as distinct and independent from one another, findings consistent with recent
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research that has not found support for additive, contrast, or compensatory models of relationship
functioning among people with multiple concurrent partners (Mitchell et al., 2014; Muise et al.,
2017).
The results of the present study provide insight for researchers interested in new
directions related to attachment and consensual non-monogamy. For instance, these results
provide some clarity to the ongoing debate about whether the development of a new attachment
relationship weakens other relationships (see Fraley, 2019a, for an overview). In the case of
polyamory, it appears that people can simultaneously be securely attachment to (at least) two
romantic partners without influencing relationship quality across partners. Further, understanding
how partners may be similar or how consensually non-monogamous change over time are
fruitful avenues to better understand within and cross-relationship functioning among people
engaged in consensual non-monogamy (see Chopik & Kitayama, 2018; Eastwick, Harden,
Shukusky, Morgan, & Joel, 2017; Fraley, 2019a, for guidance). As such, we encourage
researchers to consider changes in attachment and interest/engagement in consensually nonmonogamous relationships over-time, as a main limitation of the present study is the crosssectional design.
Moreover, research that could address how engagement in consensual non-monogamy
may change an individual’s attachment orientation would provide important insight into the
malleability of the attachment system (see Arriaga, Kumashiro, Simpson, & Overall, 2018, for a
new model aimed at understanding how security may be enhanced). In a similar vein, Fraley
(2019a) recently theorized that motivations to engage in consensual non-monogamy may be an
important key to understanding the connection between attachment security and consensual nonmonogamy (as found in Moors et al., 2015 and the present study). For example, some people
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may seek out consensual non-monogamy because they want to dilute emotional closeness across
multiple partners (avoidant individuals). However, other people may seek these relationship out
because they want to embrace emotional and/or physical connections with multiple people
(Moors, Matsick, & Schechinger, 2017). According to Fraley (2019a) integrating similar
scientific pursuits to understand attachment and motivations for sex (e.g., Birnbaum & Reis,
2019) with engagement in consensual non-monogamy could be another promising avenue of
inquiry.
In terms of the present study’s recruitment strategy and design, we encourage future
researchers to consider and, hopefully, address some limitations. Similar to other research on
marginalized and/or hard-to-reach populations, we specifically targeted people via online
communities focused on the topic (i.e., groups focused on consensual non-monogamy). As such,
people engaged in such communities may have a well-integrated or positive sense of identity (as
compared to people who are closeted or not involved in such community dialogue). Future
researchers could consider broader recruitment strategies (albeit, labor intensive), such as
recruiting people currently in a relationship and subsequently focusing only on those who are
currently engaged in consensual non-monogamy. We also encourage researchers to examine how
all members of a given consensually non-monogamous relationship view their relationships (e.g.,
satisfaction with given partners, metamour or friendship relationships). This approach would
gain insight on actor-partner and/or network effects of attachment and relationship dynamics.
Taking an applied lens, the present study dovetails the recommendations by Schechinger
and colleagues (2018), to examine relationship processes among people engaged in consensually
non-monogamous relationships. As one applied example, Schechinger and colleagues found that
a substantial number of therapists engaged in harmful practices with consensually non-
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monogamous clients, including lacking basic knowledge about non-monogamy and pushing
clients to renounce their non-monogamous relationship. Thus, the results of the present study—
and similar future endeavors that consider nuances of relationship functioning in consensually
non-monogamous relationships—can be used in future trainings on diverse relationships for
mental health care practitioners.
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Table 1
Means and Standard Deviations for Measures of Attachment and Relationship Quality

Measures
Avoidance
Anxiety
Relationship Satisfaction
Sexual Satisfaction
Satisfaction Sexual Agreement
Satisfaction Emotional Agreement
Commitment

Partner 1 (P1)
Mean
SD
1.72
0.90
2.61
1.04
95.15
14.26
3.80
0.88
6.05
1.33
6.25
1.06
6.55
0.86

Partner 2 (P2)
Mean
SD
2.49
1.15
3.05
1.35
85.00
17.39
3.93
0.82
5.59
1.52
5.51
1.50
5.37
1.49
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Table 2
Correlations among Partner 1 and Partner 2 Attachment Orientations and Relational Functioning Variables
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

1. Avoidance P1

--

2. Anxiety P1

.18***

3. Relationship Satisfaction P1

-.65*** -.25*** --

4. Sexual Satisfaction P1

-.25*** -.18*** .51***

--

.

5. Satisfaction Sexual Agreement P1

-.24*** -.23*** .52***

.51***

--

6. Satisfaction Emotional Agreement P1

-.57*** -.26*** .72***

.33***

.50***

--

7. Commitment P1

-.57*** -.25*** .61***

.12*

.24***

.49***

--

8. Avoidance P2

.16**

.12*

-.15**

-.07

-.03

-.10

-.04

--

9. Anxiety P2

.01

.31***

-.08

-.14*

-.15**

-.13*

-.05

-.22**

10. Relationship Satisfaction P2

-.07

-.08

.19***

.11*

.10

.14**

.03

-.70*** -35***

--

11. Sexual Satisfaction P2

-.10

-.05

.09

.08

.05

.15**

.02

-.32*** -.10

.56***

--

12. Satisfaction Sexual Agreement P2

-.05

-.03

.11*

-.02

.13*

.20***

.02

-.29*** -.22***

.58***

.57***

--

13. Satisfaction Emotional Agreement P2

.004

-.05

.11*

.05

.11*

.10

.004

-.51*** -.39***

.72***

.38***

.55***

--

14. Commitment P2

-.08

-.09

.14**

-.02

.03

.07

.07

-.64*** -.17**

.69***

.30***

.31***

.55***

Note. * p < .05. **p < .01. ***p < .001.

14

--

--

--
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Table 3
Multiple Regression Analyses of Relational Quality and Agreement Outcomes for Partner 1 Predicted by Avoidance and Anxiety for
Partner 1 and 2
P1 Relationship Satisfactiona
Predictors
Step 1
Anxiety
P1
Avoidance
P1
Step 2
Anxiety
P1
Avoidance
P1
Anxiety
P2
Avoidance
P2

P1 Satisfaction with
Sexual Agreementc

P1 Sexual Satisfactionb

b

SE

β

t

b

SE

β

-1.79

.55

-.13

-3.23***

-.11

.05

-.13

-9.88

.64

-.63

-15.42***

-.22

.05

-1.61

.59

-.12

-2.75***

-.08

-9.85

.65

-.62

-15.15***

-.34

.45

-.03

-.37

.52

-.03

P1 Satisfaction with
Emotional Agreementd

P1 Commitmente

b

SE

β

t

b

SE

β

t

b

SE

β

t

-2.44

-.24

.07

-.19

-3.68***

-.16

.05

-.16

-3.55***

-.12

.04

-.14

-3.27***

-.23

-4.21***

-.29

.08

-.20

-3.86***

-.63

.05

-.54

-12.30***

-.52

.04

-.54

-12.44***

.05

-.10

-1.72

-.20

.07

-.16

-2.93***

-.13

.05

-.13

-2.82***

-.12

.04

-.14

-3.10***

-.23

.05

-.23

-4.24***

-.31

.08

-.21

-4.05***

-.64

.05

-.55

-12.34***

-.53

.04

-.56

-12.53***

-.75

-.07

.04

-.11

-1.85

-.11

.05

-.11

-2.00

-.07

.04

-.09

-1.84

-.01

.03

-.02

-.46

-.71

.00

.04

.00

-.01

.05

.06

.04

.83

.02

.04

.02

.47

.05

.03

.07

1.57

t

Overall model: a F(4, 352) = 69.33, p < .001. b F(4, 326) = 8.12, p < .001. c F(4, 352) = 9.86, p < .001. d F(4, 352) = 47.76, p < .001.
e
F(4, 352) = 47.49, p < .001.
Note. Bonferroni correction for tabled analyses *** p < .005.
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Table 4
Multiple Regression Analyses of Relational Quality and Agreement Outcomes for Partner 2 Predicted by Avoidance and Anxiety for
Partner 1 and 2
P2 Relationship Satisfactiona
Predictors
Step 1
Anxiety
P2
Avoidance
P2
Step 2
Anxiety
P2
Avoidance
P2
Anxiety
P1
Avoidance
P1

P2 Satisfaction with
Sexual Agreementc

P2 Sexual Satisfactionb

b

SE

β

t

b

SE

β

-2.70

.48

-.21

-5.57***

-.02

.03

-.03

-9.86

.57

-.65

-17.29***

-.23

.04

-2.93

.51

-.23

-5.77***

-.02

-9.97

.58

-.66

-17.29***

1.02

.65

.06

.46

.73

.02

P2 Satisfaction with
Emotional Agreementd

P2 Commitmente

b

SE

β

t

b

SE

β

t

b

SE

β

-.63

-.18

.06

-.16

-3.16***

-.33

.05

-.29

-6.59***

-.03

.05

-.03

-.72

-.32

-5.89***

-.34

.07

-.26

-5.02***

-.57

.06

-.44

-9.90***

-.82

.06

-.63

-15.01***

.03

-.04

-.67

-.21

.06

-.18

-3.37***

-.35

.05

-.32

-6.87***

-.03

.05

-.03

-.66

-.22

.04

-.31

-5.66***

-.34

.07

-.26

-4.94***

-.59

.06

-.45

-10.16***

-.83

.06

-.63

-14.84***

1.57

.01

.04

.01

.18

.09

.08

.03

1.18

.13

.07

.09

1.96

-.01

.06

-.01

-.05

.63

-.05

.05

-.06

-1.05

-.04

.09

-.02

-.45

.10

.07

.06

1.35

.02

.07

.01

.34

t

Overall model: a F(4, 352) = 99.37, p < .001. b F(4, 322) = 5.93, p < .001. c F(4, 352) = 11.45, p < .001. d F(4, 352) = 47.23, p < .001.
e
F(4, 352) = 60.41, p < .001.
Note. Bonferroni correction for tabled analyses *** p < .005.

t
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Footnotes

1. A similar pattern of results emerged when the two subscales (self and partner sexual
satisfaction) were analyzed as separate outcomes.
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